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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY EVENING,

VOLUME 4.

JANUARY 25, 1907

NUMBER 279

A Basket Full For Only 25c at Methodist Church lonlghi. By Courtesy of"Ullery Futn, Co
SCHEMES MULTIPLYING
AT TERRITORIAL CAPITAL.
Special to the Daily Record.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25. The cloud
A MUSICAL SOCIAL AND
employees which covered the visof
MUSICAL.
A SOCIAL
ion at the beginning of the session
To be given at the Methodist church of the legislature is breaking away.
South on Friday evening. Jan. 25', At a caucus held on Wednesday evenfollowing program will be ing, which was continued far into the
ainst the different railroads running 1907. The
night, it was resolved that more than
had:
sixty of the employees should be
Into the city. Amarillo asks for the
Program.
dropped. The scene, in the capitol the
same rates from Missouri river crossnext morning beggars description.
ings as Texas common points. The Popular Air, by the audience.
morning session was taken up with Duet, Mrs. Thompson and Mrs. Hill. Dozens of the amigos of the members
the testimony of Mr. Nobles and H. Old Love Song, Mrs. Norvell and Mr. gathered in order to ascertain how it
happened, and the members were
R. Morrow, showing that Amarillo
Kirby.
was nearer Kansas City and St. Loukept busy explaining how it all came
is than either San Aagelo or Big Solo, selected. Miss Eva Nelson.
about. It was perfectly apparent that
Springs and other Texas points, and Vocal Solo, Mr. True.
there would be no end of talk about
still paid a higher freight rate than Duet, "Reuben and Rachael," Mrs. the expenditure of a sum necessary
to pay such an army, of employees,
these points. Commissioner Prouty's
Mary P. Cobean and Mr. Kirby.
ruling was that he did not know if
and it was decided to cut the number
f
the Commission had authority to or- Special number, orchestra.
to about
what had been inder the. classification of Amarillo as
tended.
part
promised
to
take
have
Others
a Texas common point, but that they
are multiplying at the
Schemes
had the right if it was shown by the who are too bashful to allow their capitol, and it is clear enough now
testimony of Amarillo witnesses that names to appear.
that what had been suspected a week
Amarillo should have the same rate
Following the musicale will be a ago is only too true. It is the intenpoints, that the
as Texas common
in which the main fea- tion of Bursum and 'his faction to
commission could order rates on the social hour,
make it as unpleasant for the Gov
same basis as Texas common points. tures will be GETTING ACQUAINT- ernor as possible. A bill was introThe hearing in the Roswell and Pe- ED, HAVING A GOOD TIME and duced in the Council on Wednesday
cos Valley suits probably will not LUNCHING.
to take from the Governor the power
commence until tomorrow.
to appoint county officers to fill vatwo
are
the
while
free,
The
first
(Signed) J. A. GRAHAM.
cancies. This power was given to the
apiece or two governor
latter will cost
during the Otero administraBy Associated Press.
bits a couple.
tion and, at the time the law was
Tex., Jan. 25. CommisAmarillo,
The ladies of the church will fur- passed some of the wiser ones fear
sioner Prouty, of the Interstate Com- nish lunches (secreting their cards ed that the time would come when
merce Commission today heard tesit would plague the faction which
timony In regard to alleged discrimi- in te box or basket) ; the gentle- passed it.
nation in freight rates to Amarillo. man buying the lunch will be expectIt is planned to take the appoint
It was brought out that the freight ed to fnd the lady and share the ment of superintendent of the peni'higher
to
on certain commodities is
with es- tentiary from the governor and to
lunch with her.
Amarillo than to Quanah, one hund- corts (other thanForthevisitors
have the superintendent selected by
membership)
red miles longer haul. The freight on
the legislature. This scheme is one
any
cards will be of the very gauzy ones which are to
Colorado coal to Amarillo is 35 cents baskets without
a ton more than to Fort Worth 335 provided.
be pushed by the friends of Mr. Burmiles longer haul. Similar differences
A GOOD TIME AND A HEARTY sum, in order to get the control of
in rates from eastern points to Am- WELCOME ARE ASSURED TO
into their hands so
ALL the penitentiary
arillo were presented.
that there may not be further discloThere is a large delegation from WHO COME.
sures as to the management of the
New Mexico here to present grievChurch open at 7 o'clock. Program institution
the Bursum adminances. The Commission will continue begins at 8 p. m. Admission 25 cents. istration. under
intin session tomorrow. The cattle
No reserved 'seats.
Since the message of Governor
erests will be presented before the
has been publish! there are
adjournment.
RIO HONDO COMMAN-DER- heard commendations of it on every
Commission Reports to Congress.
NO. 6, K. T., will hand. It is agreed by all concerned
Washington, D. C, Jan. 25.
The
hold a regular conclave that it is the strongest document of
Interstate Commerce Commission tokind which has ever been sent to
on Saturday, Jan. 26, athelegislature
day submitted to congress its first reNew Mexico. Even the
1907, at 7 p. m. Work in followers of inBursum
port on discriminations and monopoare obliged to
Temple.
s
Order
the
of
the
lies authorized under the
that the document is unassailVisiting Sir Knights are admit
rep'ution. The report deals
able. They fear to assail it because
cordially invited. W. W. they
with the bit., ninous coal carried east
are fearful of the result at the
Phillips,
Recorder.
of the Ohio river, the roads being inpolls two years hence. The example
volved, the Norfolk & Western, Chesof Pendleton, who was left at home
Found Telescope of Clothes.
apeake & Ohio, Baltimore & Ohio,
in San Juan county, is not one which
E. W. Mitchell found a telescope many
Pennsylvania, Buffalo Rochester &
of the statesmen now assemPittsburg, Beech Creek Division of full of lady's and child's clothing, bled in Santa Fe are willing to emuthe New York Central, Pittsburg some only partly finished, in the old late. They are perfectly well aware
Shawmut and Northern. Buffalo & ice factory this morning. They were that the people are with the GoverSusquehanna, West Virgiania Cen- evidently stolen and hidden there. nor and that it will be dangerous to
was also a present from Bes- antagonize
tral and Pittsburg (now Western Ma- There
policies to any great
sie Clark in the grip.' The owner may extent. It ishison this account that a
ryland).
by
same
calling
have
the
Record
at
report
says
comThe
that all the
halt was called in the matter of empanies own, directly or by stock own- office, proving property and paying ployees, and it is not at all improbaership shares in other companies Int- for this notice.
ble that there will be found more superested in coal lands. As a result of
porters of the Governor in the housw
HOT COFFEE TO OFFSET THE within the next few days than Burits findings, the "Commission makes
WEATHER,
the following recommendations:
MUSICAL, sum and his crowd are willing to
AT THE
"That every common carrier en- COR. PENN. & 2d STS.
admit.
gaged in interstate transportation of
The fact that Bursum has been
coal be requested to make public the
here since Friday of last week worksystem of car distribution in effect
ing day and nigtrt is rather signifiupon each railroad and the several
cant. Observing people do not need
divisions thereof, showing how the
to be told that it is not a labor of
equipment for coal service Is divided
love with him. He is vitally interestbetween the several divisions of. each
ed and, like the boy who was digroad.
ging out the woodchuck because he
capacity
of
where
the
"That
the
had to have meat for dinner, Bursum
mines is the basis for distribution, a
a majority of the legislators
needs
fair and equitable rating of mines be
for reasons which are perfectly well'
required.
understood.
LOOMIS.
"That after a reasonable time the
e
carriers engaged in interstate
THE DRY FARMING
be prohibited from using Individual or private cars for handling the
CONGRESS AT DENVER
coal traffic.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 24. Sixteen
"That carriers engaged In Interstates west of the Missouri river are
state commerce be forbidden after a
represented
in the dry farming conany
own
or have
reasonable time to
Interest, directly or indirectly. In any
gress which convened here today
operated coal properties, except such
(Thursday). Large delegations ar
as. . are exclusively
for their own. .fuel
present
1.
from Colorado, Wyoming.
aBupjjijr, auuJ .mat. uwucrauiy,
ciluvi .
Utah, Kansas and New Mexico. Fordirectly or indirectly, by officers or !
employees of common carriers of any
mer Governor Jesse F. McDonald, by
coal properties or any of the stock of
whom the call for the congress was
coal companies along the line of road
issued, was the chairman of the
ty which they are employed . be prosession. Several addresses were
first
hibited."
Some stock in coal concerns acmade. The aims and objects of the
quired by railroad men is legitimate,
congress were explained by John W.
says the report, but In any event Its
Springer, of Denver. The purpose of
holding is unwise under the circumthe congress is, first, to form a perstances. In other instances the stock
.is given to obtain favorable considmanent educational interstate organieration from the railway officers and
and, second, to afford a full
zation;
employees.
discussion
of the principles of scienThe most flagrant offender in this
tific soil culture.
respect,
Commission,
concludes
the
' is the Pennsylvania, although the con
Combined with the artistic
dition prevails to a certain extent on
WOULD HAVE THE
effect obtained only by carthe Baltimore & Ohio.
BOYS SHOOT STRAIGHT.
mission
idea
rying
out the
To Forfeit Railroad Charter.
Captain Jason W. James, a veteran
in your home can be had
St. Paul, Minn., Jan. 25. Attorney
of the Civil War, has presented the
General Young today began mandawith a very moderate outMilitary Institute of New Mexico, in
mus proceedings in the supreme court
this city, with twenty rifles of .22
lay. The principal point to
to compel the St. Paul, Minneapolis
calibre; also with the equipment for
bear in mind is to getfurn-itur- e
and Manitoba Railroad Co. to show
target practice, and has superintendwhich
correctis
made
cause why its charter should not be
ed
the erection of a target at the
ly. The right design and
forfeited. This company, formerly
ground's of the Institute. He wants the
known as the Minnesota & Pacific, is
style. That which is gencadets to get practice in shooting as
really the parent company of the
well as going through the manual of
propwith
Mission,
uine
the
Great Northern, and the Great Northarms. This practice will be taken up
er Genuine Leather Coverern la joined in this issue, as it is the
beginning Monday, and will be made
ings to match, etc. Our
owner of the Manitoba company's
a part on the regular exercise. When
eighty
complaint
covers
stock. The
store is the place. See our
the cadets become better marksmen,
typewritten pages and goes into all
they
will be allowed to shoot with
window.
the tiansactions of the Great Northguns supplied by
the
ern railway with its constituent comgovernment.
the
pantea, forming the merger known as
the Great Northern Railway Co. AtMUCH OF SLAUGHTER
torney General Young says the action
ESTATE GOES TO CHARITY
for foreflture of the charter of the
Chicago,
Jan. 25. Charity, it is
railway
brought
Is
Manitoba
because
said, will be a large beneficiary of
since it has transferred its railroad
the estate of the late A. O. Slaughter,
to the Great Northern it has ceased
who died at San Antonio last Tuesto perform the functions for which
LEADERS
THE
day. The late broker's estate is estiIt was created.
mated at close to two million dollars.
The chief justice ordered the writ
HEARING FREIGHT RATE
CASES AT AMARILLO.
Special to the Daily Record.
,
Amarillo, Tex., Jan. 25. Mr. Prou-tyComof the Interstate Commerce
mission, today at ten o'clock opened
the hearing of cases at Amarillo ag-

"

issued and directed a hearing thereon April 2.
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In addition to large holdings of rail
Mr.
securities,
road bonds and
Slaughter, owned vast property inter
ests in the West, principally in Kan
sas and Texas. In Galveston he had
a business block valued at several
hundred thousand dollars.
SIX JURORS SECURED
IN THE THAW CASE.
New York, Jan. 25. There were
five men in the jury box today when
the trial of Harry K. Thaw for kill
ing Stanford White was resumed be
fore Justice' Fitzgerald.
One more juror, making six In all,
was added today to the panel which
is to try Thaw. He was selected aear
the close of the morning session, and
was the thirteenth talesman examined today. His name is Harold L. Fair,
He is the first unmarried man se
lected.
GOVERNOR SWETTENHAM
FORCED TO RESIGN
London, Jan. 25. There is good
reason to believe that Governor Swettenham, of Jamaica has forwarded
his resignation to the colonial office.
Officials there say they are not prepared to either confirm or deny the
report, but admit having received tel
egrams of a confidential nature from
the governor. It was fully expected
here that the solution of the difficulty
would be found in Swettenham's res
ignation, and the reply to inquiries
at the colonial office tended to confirm the report that the governor had
intimated his willingness to retire
from the post. It is freely stated in
the colonial and other government of
fices that it would be impossible for
Swettenham to remain in office, not
only because of the incident involv
ing the withdrawal of American war
ships, but also on account of the protests, against his conduct received
from the inhabitants of Kingston.
o

FREIGHT RATES ON
STOCK SHIPMENTS.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 24. Freight
rates on stock shipments from the
West to the Missouri river and Chicago markets were the subject of the
hearing in this city today before
Charles A. Prouty, of the U. S. InterThe
state Commerce Commission.
hearing was a continuation of the
one opened in Chicago a few weeks
ago in the case of the Texas Cattle
Growers Association against various
railroads. The 'stockmen ask for a reduction of rates and want the extra
two dollar terminal charge per car
made in Chicago for switching abolished. They allege that stock rates
are excessive and the service poorer
than ever before.
S. H. Cowan, attorney for the Texas Cattle Growers
Association and
the National Live Stock Association,
the examination of witconducted
nesses. Most of the evidence brought
out at the hearing today was to
show that the seVvice was poorer
than ever before, with no apparent
prospect of betterment.
,

A

number of prominent cattlemen

went on the stand, including Murdo
MacKenzie, president of the American National Live Stock Association,
C. W. Merchant, of Texas, and others.
All testified that it took from 24 to
36 hours longer to get stock to market than it did a few years ago. The
cattle cars were used for the shipment of other freight during the busy season of shipping cattle. MacKenzie declared that tens of thousands of cattle and sheep were left
in Texas, New ' Mexico and Arizona
last year because they could not secure cars. The hearing was adjourned at noon to Amarillo, Texas, where
it will be continued Friday, and later testimony will be taken at Fort
Worth.
ARIZONA COWBOY KILLS
SIX YAQUI INDIANS.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 24. A special
from Douglas, Arizona, says that
Bert Seely, the famous Arizona cowboy, is reported to have killed six
Yaqui Indian laborers in a fight on
the new Southern Pacific line from
to Guaymas,
Sonora,
Montezuma,
eight miles from Montezuma. According to the report he had some words
with a gang of Indians on a grade
with whom he was working, when
they made a vicious assault on him
with shovels and picks. He shot and
killed five of them, before they desisted from the attack. While escaping from the scene he met another
Indian who tried to stop him and received the sixth bullet, making the
sixth good Indian.

n

Attorney M. V. Logan, of Artesia,
has been admitted by the supreme
court to practice law in New Mexico,
upon certificate showing previous
practice in. .Texas.

Tempu

FuglL"

DISTRICT ATTORNEY BILL
PASSED BY HOUSE
Special to the Daily Record.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25. The first

struggle between the administration

and
forces result
ed in first blood for the administra
tion last evening. The struggle came
over an effort to suspend the rules
and pass the new district attorney
s
bill. A
vote was required
It stood 15 for and 9 against, one
short. After a night of fierce efforts
by both factions, tne house resumed
the struggle this morning, and the
faction forced
through the bill by a vote of 17 to
two-third-

Those voting against the measure
were: Abbott, of Colfax; Hudspeth,
Moran, Mullins, Ruppe, Lucero y Mon
toya and Walters.
Mr. Hudspeth made a splendid oratorical effort. A resolution was adopt
ted by the house excluding lobbyists
from the floor, and when a member
called attention to a rule of the
house permitting Territorial officials
the privileges of the floor, the rule
was promptly suspended until the
adoption of the new rules for the
present house.
The Council did nothing of import
ance this, mornin,
adjourning until
Monday. After the passage of the dis
trict attorney bill, the house adjourn
ed until Monday. The final round will
be fought in the Council.
7.

o

FIRE BOYS PLAN TO
BUY A

BELL-RINGE-

want a
This electrical apparatus when touched off will ring the big fire bell 280
strokes, fast and hard, which will be
enough to arouse the whole town. At
present it requires the attention of
one fireman to- ring the bell, and he
could be doing more effective service
in getting the teams ready to go to
the fire. The ringer will cost$125, and
the fire boys offer to give $25 of the
amount themselves and propose to
raise the rest by popular subscription.
In a few days cards will be sent out
to the citizens asking that they send
in a return card telling how much
they will subscribe to this fund. They
will ask for small sums of each. When
the amount of the subscription is sent
in,
will call for it. If the
receiver of the card does not feel
like giving even a quarter to the
fund, he may throw the return card
into the waste basket without danger
of offending anyone. No person should
feel slighted if he fails to receive a
card, but should send in his subscripThe fire boys

bell-ringe-

r.

-

tion anyway.

MR. BAKER AND MISS BELL

WED NEXT MONTH.
Artistic invitations were received
by a great many Roswell people last
aight announcing the wedding of Mr.
Frederick Everts Baker, of Whitehall,
111.,
and Miss Mary Cortez Bell, of
Roswell, to occur Saturday morning,
February. 9, at 8:30 at the Methodist
Episcopal Church South. The an
nouncement comes from Mr. and Mrs.
Jefferson Davis Bell, parents of the
bride. The wedding will be a largely
attended one and an event of much
interest socially. After the marriage
the couple will leave on the morning
train for Chicago, where they will
visit until about April 1, after which
they will go to Whitehall, 111., their
future home.
The birde-to-b- e
is a Roswell girl
of many years' residence and nearly
every person, in Roswell is her ac
quaintance and friend. The entire
city will congratulate Mr. Baker upon
having won the heart and hand of so
fair a prize. The groom is a prosper
ous sheep and wool buyer and a gen
ial gentleman of the first order. He
has such characteristics that he has
made many friends here during his
many visits of the past few years
while here on business,
and the
friends of both bride and groom will
happiness
extend wishes for every
and all success in married life.

county project is fathered only by a
few designing- - and unscrupulous politicians. This is also a false charge.
We said that this scheme of ambitious
towns and designing office hunters
should be sat down on. We had refer
ence only to the projectors of the
new county scheme, and not to "all
the residents of a large and thriving
town and a large number outside
thereof. Then it says we didn't "come
through" with the evidence. Where
a thing is perfectly well known, no
evidence is needed. No, we have never been shown that our statements
were unfounded, and have nothing at
all to retract.
We realize that nothing would
please the Advocate better than a retraction, and whenever it shows
where we have made one erroneous
statement, we will cheerfully make
the necessary correction. But the
Advocate says it showed the absurdity
to which our reasoning would lead.
It probably meant the" absurdity of Its,
own illogical reasoning.
No, we have never yet heard a single reasonable argument in favor of
the formation of a new county at this
time. The petition circulators have
been here twice, and we heard them
with all the patience we could command, and aside from the fact that
there is a better road from Lakewood
to Artesia than there is from Lake-wooto Carlsbad, they made no argument that was worth anything. It's
true, they promised us some pie, and
said taxes would be reduced to $1.00
on the $100 (Who believes that?)
They said it was better for us to be
on the south side of the county seat
than on the north side. They said
that paying taxes at Artesia would be
keeping our money at home, with a
chance to get it back, and intimated
that it would be the other way at Carl
sbad. They said nobody knows what
becomes of the tax money paid In at
Carlsbad, intimating crookedness in
the county officials, and numbers of
just such flimsy and pointless state
d

ments.
The Advocate says it showed the
fallacy of our statement in regard to
the necessity of increased taxation.
It pointed out the advantages, and the
disadvantages resulting from a new
county, and the disadvantages result
ing from a concentration of political
power in one locality, (Carlsbad.)
It
probably did all this to its own satisfaction, but there are a whole lot of
Missourians in this part of the Valley,
and they have to be shown.
High sounding phrazes and sky- scraping words are not arguments,
and the Advocate, by their use, has
won nobody over to the cause it is

losing so much needed sleep over.
Individually, we do not believe the
proposed scheme would hurt the Pro
gress; on the contrary, it would doubt
less be a benefit, but we know it would
not be best for the general citizenship
and therefore we cannot aid or abet
the scheme.
It is all right for Artesia to thus
strive to feather her nest, but it is
wrong very wrong for men to go
through the country and hold out the
promise of a lower tax rate and a little "pie" in order to secure names
to a petition.
ANTI-CLERICA-

MOVEMENT

L

MAY BE ABANDONED.
Spain, Jan. 25. The Mar

Madrid,
quis de Armijo having proved unable
to reform the. Liberal cabinet which
resigned yesterday as a result of dis
sensions between the Liberals and
Radicals, the King today called the
Conservatives and a new cabinet will
be formed with Senor Maura at the
head. This would seem to indicate an
move
abandonment of the
ment in Spain.
.

anti-cleric-

Change in Hotel 'Buses.
has been arranged among
the hotel omnibuses by which tlie
Muncy rigs will run for the Grand
Central, as of old and for the Gtlke- son; The M inter Transfer and "Bus
DRY FARMING CON
Line will run its new rubber-tireGRESS WELL ATTENDED. bus for the Shelby. The Minter 'bus
Denver, Colo., Jan. 25. Over three has been
and varnished
hundred accredited delegates from and properly inscribed.
the states and territories west of the
Missouri river were present at the
The Majestic Theatre made its reg
sessions of the dry farming congress ular
change in program last night.
today, and visitors swelled the at just as
will be done. every week. The
tendance to a total of about 1,000. Tne house was
full for the first
Albany Hotel convention hail, which performance, packedmany
had to stand.
and
had been engaged for the convention The pictures shown
were of the best.
was too small to accommodate the
The Lost Collar Button will make
audiences and the convention moved you
laugh whether you want to or
to the First Baptist church. The con- - not. They
cannot help but please you.
to
meet next
ress has been invited
afternoon you can have the
year at Cheyenne, Salt Lake and Los Saturday
of seeing the entire week's
Angeles. President B. O. Aylesworth, chance
program for only ten cents. If you
of the Colorado Agricultural College, are
tired and worn out, go to the Ma
presided over the congress today.
and spend an hour tomorrow
Among the speakers were W. S, jestic
Palmer, of the U. S. Weather Bureau during the matinee. It will rest you.
at Cheyenne, and Dr. F. M. Tisdel
Wm. H. Snyder, of EI Paso, was a
president of the Wyoming Agricultubusiness visitor here today.
ral College.
A change

d

That New County Again.
From the Lake wood Progress.
The Artesia Advocate has become
so muddled on the new county and
bridge questions that its vision nas
become distorted, and it sees signs
by day and haa nightmares by night.
Last week under an unintelligible
head, it charges the Progress with
statements that we never even tho't
abouL. It says the Progress started
out as if it would ' annihilate both
the Advocate and the News, when the
fact is we merely mentioned the fact
that the Advocate and News were
frowning at us because we couldn't
see the propriety of their new county

Swiftly and profitably with proper
environments, such as will be found scheme.
It charges that we said tae new
at the Musical Social this evening.

R. Michaelis, the
came in yesterday from El Paso.
sheep-breede- r.

Hot coffee to offset the weather at
& Second Sts.

the Musical, Cor Penn
U. S. WEATHER

BUREAU.
(Local Report.)

Roswell, N. M., Jan. 25. Tempera
ture. Max., 70; min., 30; mean, 50.
Precipitation, 00; wind N- - velocity
12 miles; weather cloudy.
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
Local snow tonight and Saturday:
colder tonight.
M. WRIGHT.

Ofictal in Charge

m mm

ROSYELL DAILY RECORD
.

DEMOCRATIC

'
Purity
Skill

IN POLITICS.

THE RECORD PUBLISHING CO.
C. E. MASON,
Busineaa Manager.
GfeO. A. PUCKETT,
Editor
Ratered May 19. 1903. at Roewell.
New. Mexico, under the Act of Congress of March 3. 1879.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Oally. par W.ek,
Oally. Par Month,
Paid In Advance,
DaHy, Six Month.
Daily, One Year,
(Daily, Except Sunday)

f

.15

M
J&0

3.00
MX)

MEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS.

'

In compounding your prescriptions we use the purest of drugs and at all
times exercise the utmost
care in complying with the
doctor's instructions. He
always feels safe when we
do your work.

Payton Drag, Book

&

advertlaement to Insure InserStationery Co.
tion In the eame day'a Issue of The
printers'
Record should be in the
hands before eleven o'clock .In the
morning. Orders for taking out any
standing ad. should also be In the e the public schools. The Record is
by eleven o'clock to prevent its glad indeed to see Mr. Spiess take
this position, and the people are with
oeing run that day.
him. The two ideas are somewhat related. To prohibit gambling helps the
public school
more than any one
Governor Hagerman's veto power thing,
and beyond
may prove a pretty good club after dispute for- it Is isgranted
a burning shame
that it
all.
upon New Mexico that her public
schools are ' partly maintained by
TriValley
Democratic
The Pecos
gambling money. But outside of the
umvirate, Cameron, Mullins and Hud- moral side of the question,
to prospeth, will not be lost in the shuffle. hibit gambling has proven a success
from a business standpoint wherever
Mr. Bursum evidently has read the tried. How can any
handwriting on the wall, and decided element be a benefit to a community?
not to butt until he sees a weaker
spot in the wall.
The New Mexican now claims to
have been the first newspaper in the
Republicans as well as Democrats Territory to take up the fight against
in tie Pecos Valley are opposed to licensed gambling.
The Record recounty division. It Is not a party calls that the New Mexican once did
question, but a question of good bus! publish a few clippings against gambling and then dropped the subject
ness sense and economy.
very suddenly, after the Albuquerque
Hon. J. O. Cameron, of Carlsbad Advertiser and the Santa Fe Eagle
seems to have solved the county di had exposed its hand. About the same
vision problem by the proposition to time the Artesia Advocate and the
postpone its consideration until other Daily Record were engaged in a cambusiness of real importance is finished paign against gambling andagothe rebeen
sult was that it has long
in both Roswell and ArteNow that Col. Catron has with abolished
Other papers in the Valley have
drawn his contest "in the Interest of sia.
to fight the evil, and Carlscontinued
Colonel
harmony," there Is another
eventually
will drive it out, even
bad
who has a fine opening to Increase
fails to pass an
the harmony by resigning a few of if the legislature
law. It is results that
his offices.
count. It is not the one who fires the
first shot, but the one who keeps on
The Pecos Valley Democrats in the fighting until the tiger is dead that
legislature will prove leaders of the wins the pelt. Since the New MexiThey have the can
reform movement.
been fighting licensed gamability, and there is a growing suspi- bling has
so long, the only inference we
cion at Santa Fe that their influence can draw- is that the paper has very
with the Governor Is as great as the little influence in its own town.
influence of any Republican members
of equal ability.
VERDICT FOR THE
AM

of-c-

-

non-produci-

anti-gambli-

-

Purely on its merits as a general
proposition it is right that district
attorneys should be elected by the
people but the purpose of the legislature in taking the appointive pow
er away from the Governor at the
present time is to protect, tne old
gang of grafters.
"We note with
pleasure that the
Santa Fe New Mexican has again
come out against gambling. A year
or more ago, when this issue was
a burning one in Roswell, the New
Mexican took it up and gave us its
support, but later on became as si'
lent as the tomb.

The senate has- - "compromised" In
the Brownsville matter by agreeing
not to question the President's right
In discharging the negro soldiers,
This arrangement is satisfactory to
everyone excepting Senator Foraker,
whom it leaves suspended 'in mid
air. Kansas City Times.
The Las Vegas Optic thinks that
had the public printing been done in
some office other than that of the
Santa Fe New Mexican, it would not
have occurred to Governor Hager
man that there was any graft in it
Possibly that is try, for any other
printing plant In the Territory would
be willing to do the work at half the
price.

Transfers of Real Estate.
The following deeds have been fil
ed for record in the office of Probate
Clerk and Recorder F. P. Gayle:
The Urton Town Co., to Wilson Orr
for $300, all of block 29 and lots 8,
10 and 12, block 20, Urton.
The Lake Arthur Townslte Co., to
Abel T. Jones, for $200, lots 1 to
12, inclusive, block 79, Lake Arthur.
Wm. Fenimore and wife to Zenas
Leonard, for $6,500, the south half of
block 54. South Roswell and a half
interest in a windmill pumping plant.
Zenas Leonard to Wm. Fenimore,
for $11,200 a tract of 640 acres in sec
tions 5, 6, 7, and 8 township 12 Range
23 and 240 shares in the Rio Hondo
Reservoir .Water Users' Association.
Wm. Rhodes and wife to Early C
Maulfair, for $12,800, the west half
of

HAVE

I

More buyers than I have houses.
My list is short of small cot-

$800 to $1500.

6,

block

78

Lake Arthur.
The Urton Town Company to J. M.
Hughes, for $250, lots 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and
11 block 25 Urton.
Wm. S. Prager and wife to Lewis
& Wells for $3,000, the north half of
lot 11 and south half of lot 12, block
6, Thurber's addition to Roswell.
Ella Lea Bedell and husband to W.
T. Wells, for $400, lots 8 and 10, block
7 Thurber's addition to Roswell.
W. W. Ogle and wife to Wm. H.
Rhodes, for $50, water right.
The South Spring Ranch & Cattle
Company to Joseph H. Walker, for
$7,535.85, a tract of 215.31 acres in 12- 11-2- 4.

Henry C. Barron and wife to Nancy
Tressler, for $300, lot 4 Shadeland addition to Hagerman.
Archippi Seargeant and husband to
J. W. Atkinson for $650, the south
half of lot 2 and all of lot 3, block 17
West side addition to Roswell and wa
ter right thereto.
Weatherston Greer and wife to Jas.
W. Greer and wife, for $450 twenty
acres in 8 14 26 and water right out
of the Northern Canal.
Joseph Williams to Wm. R. ' Hewes
for $2,000, the SW quarter of 15 12 22.
E. A. Cahoon to P. D. Wilkins, for
$475, lot 10 .block 42, West Side addition to Roswell.

Isaiah Gebhart and wife to Charles
Jackson, for $2,030, a half interest in two acres in the southwest cor
ner of the south west quarter of 19
and the artesian well and reser- .v.oir thereon.
A.

It

R.

Classified

non-existen-

t,

ids.

te

them. We think we can suit the most exacting
IN STYLE AND PRICE

Agent.

McCUNE.

W. P. Lewis Hardware Co
The Pioneers of Fair Prices.

H. I. NOWLAN
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

FOR
FOR SALE.
Skiilman.
FOR SALE:

0X

Pecos Valley Lumber Co

::::::

over Firsi Nan Bonk. Roswell,

175.
The largest and most
stock of LUXIHEH,
PAINT, GLASS and WALL PAPER in the City.

J.

W. C. Reld.

M.

Hervey.

Wholesale

Reid & Hervey
LAWYERS

Estimates

Room 9, Texas Block. Phone 521

W.
42tf

SPECIALIST.

Dr. A. Anderson

800 Large Wethers. 2300 Yearling Lamds.
Bred Ewes.
3000 Merino Ewes, good, $5.00 per head.

Office: Oklahoma Block

SPECIALIST
INTESTINES

STOriACM

AND

DISEASES OF WOMEN.
OFFICE OKLAHOMA BLOCK.

E

S.

LUND

LAWYER
Law

SpecIalty--ninln- jE

Navajo Block.

-

- 324 N. Main.

Dr. Thompson W. Grace

Phone

237.

and

Enquire J, B. Bailey's Office.

Res. Phone 422

Carnations

Kemp Lumber Co
Wholesale and Retail Dealers

Phone 220, 5th and flo.

Candy
Nuts

.

The very best grades. We will satisfy you at all times.
Come and inspect our stock.

af"

FOR SALE.
Residence Lots Cheap
as Dirt.
room
house, 6 lots, nice
eight
An
trees,
good
sidewalks, close in
shade
conveniently
located. Good arteand
Choice

sian well, $5,500.
Nice new five room house, 100 feet
southeast front, sidewalk. A good bargain at $2,200.
A spendid bargain in 16 acres of
unimproved land, Railroad and 2nd
Street front. Two blocks from court
house. $1,000 cash, balance on easy
terms at low Interest.
Some alfalfa land in artesian belt,
ditch water right r 26 acres sown to
alfalfa. The alfalfa on adjoining 40
acres yielded a net income last year,
1906. of more than 15 per cent. Near
town, spendid location.
A good 160 acres of Hondo water
right land. Some 40 acreis of alfalfa,
good house, land fenced. Valued at
$37.50 per acre,
CARLTON & BELL.
Main--stree-

t.

Old Indian River Rye.

in

Lumber

MOTTO:

303 N.

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Phone No. 35

ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.
Telephone 184.

Some

1SOO

J. H. Hamilton

Oklahoma Block.
Office

3000

Lambs and Wethers, good, $3.50 per head.
240 acres Deeded land artesian well $35 per acre.
40 acres of land with water ami camp outgt, two
horse wagon, 56 bucks, 2000 wethers, 2000 young
ewes all young.
Ten acres. 200 bearing apple trees. 200 young
trees. Artesian wll and tank.
(Jood G room house, with out buildings. Price $38
within city limits.

E. B. STONE

h

Furnished.

For Sale Cheap

m.

H. MeCune,
74tl0
GROCERIES HAY AND
rotary
FOR SALE.
One
and drop
GRAIN
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
or write the Oasis Ranch.
29tf
FOR SALE:
Scotch collie pups
from registered stock. Half mile
northeast Military Academy. Address F. H. Patrick, R. F. D. 66. tf
FOR SALE:
Nice
residence, Robins' Commercial School
half block from court house. Lot
85 by 198 feet. Blue grass lawn.
Good as the BEST, BETTER than the
Barn, corral and outhouses. For rest.
Personal, Private instruction
terms see R. L. Miller at Capitan In all Commercial
Branches. 302 N. Pa
Hotel.
75t6

one-fourt-

Retail.

EYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
Office Honrs: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.

Good gentle horse,
guaranteed to work anywhere. R.

30-10--

&

Dr. T. E. Presley

At
G.

MainPhone

200 South

New Mexico

up-to-da- te

SALE.
Land scrip.

W

Special attention given to
Insurance,
Corporation,
Irrigation and Bankruptcy law. Federal practice
a specialty

Violets

Hagerman, Penasco, Lake Arthur
Transfers of Real Estate.
and the Plains, the precincts directly
The following deeds have been fil
Interested, are practically unanimous
In opposition to going into any new ed for record in the office of Probate
county. Why shouldn't we help these Clerk and Recorder F. P. Gayle:
people when they want to stay with
Flora J.
and husband to Jno
us? Kvery citizen of Roswell should C. Venable,White
$690, ten acres in
FOR RENT.
for
step Into the fight and oppose county
and ten shares of stock in FOR RENT:
Large sunny room for
division.
the Rio Hondo Reservoir Water Us
two. Also board, 'phone 149. 719 N.
ers' Association.
Main St.
77tf
Col. Frost, of the New Mexican, in
M. W. Finley and wife to J. B. Keas
sists that the Governor's message
FOR RENT:
Room occupied by
"never touched him" that he has ad-- . ter. for $1,850, ten acres in
Lee & Hampton, after Feb. 1st.
vocated every valuable recommenda
Tom Bandy and wife to John A.
H. P. Hobson.
74tf
tion ' In it for years and that the Smallson. for $314.07, lots 6 and 8
"errors" are the results "of misinfor- block 10, South
FOR
RENT:
acre
One
fertile
Roswell.
mation, on account of the Governor
ground, water furnished. Close in,
having "been too busy to investigate.
for
share crops. Inquire
words, the Colonel insinuates
In other
221 N. Main.
78t3
sto
that-- the message Is second-hand- ,
len partly from the files of the New
FRESH
Mexican, and partly dictated by base
For Sale.
and malicious persons unknown.
Special bargain: Five acres one-fourth mile from court house, good
The legislature Is overwhelmingly
house, alfalfa, water right, tf
Republican, and we must recognize
the fact that whatever good legisla
CARLTON & BELL.
tion Is accomplished will come to us
o
mainly through the Republican party
Figure
B.
with
P.
Smith when you
and
and the influence of Governor Hager
rant buggy painting. Phone ITS. Ttt
man. But by lining up on desirable
measures with those Republicans wha
stand for a clean business adminisP. V. A N. E. TIME TABLE.
tration of Territorial affairs, the
(Railroad Time.) Democratic members may win many
Northbound, arrive ..... 10:10 a. m.
victories, even if they do not get the
Northbound, depart, .... 10:25 a. m.
credit Immediately. Good government
At
Southbound, arrive, ..... 4:50 p.m.
is what the people want not merely
partisan monkeydoodhe business.
Southbound, depart, ..... l:00 p. m.
M. D. BURNS. Agent.
adSpIessTln
his
Hon. Chas. A.
o
dress of acceptance as President of
Cedar Brook, formeily W. H. Me-the Territorial Council strongly emBryer. Oriental.
.
55tf
phasized two points, the prohibition
of licensed gambling, and help for

Kipling's
Candy Store-

up-to-da-

Oicoiierai'

13-2- 6

Mc-Braye- r.

non-existe-

run-abou- ts

If you

have
any thing in this line list it with
me for qnick sale.

Mc-Braye- r.

competent, irrelevant and immaterial."
We are aware that many great scien
tlsts have held that matter is un
knowable but unlike Mrs. Eddy, they
do not deny the existence of matter
Neither do they pretend to understand
the ways of God which are past find
ing out.
Since the Boston advocate refers
to Spencer as authority, we quote
Spencer's "First Principles
from
Section 52: "Could it be shown, or
could it with any rationality be even
supposed, that matter, either in its
aggregates or in its units, ever became
there would be
need either to ascertain under what
or
conditions it became
else to confess that Science and Phil
osophy are impossible."

We know that our line of bugles, surreys, park
wagons and
is the most complete
line that has ever been shown in
and
the city. We are making very close figures on
these goods, and invite you trt come and examine

tages ranging in prices from

The Lake Arthur Townsite Co., to
David Troxel, for $40, lot

MINISTER
Dismissing the matter of ethics,
Cedar Brook, formerly W. H.
which to discuss would be "obiter
Oriental.
59tf
dicta," so far as the judgment of the
"Parson" goes, the argument of Rev.
Cedar Brook, formerly W. H.
Edwin Emerson Davis against Chris
tian Science remains unanswered, and
Oriental.
59tf
we hereby declare the case closed
and direct the jury to bring in a ver
We have all kinds of bargains In
dict for the minister in thirty counts.
The article printed in yesterday's pa city property of all kinds. See us beper was written under the direction fore you buy. Carlton & Bell.
of the Publication Committee of the
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Bos
ton, Mass. It is, presumably, the
strongest answer that could be writ
ten by any lesser personage than
Mrs. Eddy herself, and yet as evl
dence or argument seems to be "InROSWELL

iirifrMittiifi

Oriental.

160 ACR
Hondo

WaterRight

Land. You Make
The Price.

Carlton & Bell

303 NORTH HAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.

$

average revenue yieldB C
D E more "than-thA
ities placed ad Undue burden on the railway as a part of a common (CLASS) - 138 112
167 ed by the rates on wool from the
99.76
whole community, including the mer system, entirely under control of (RATE)
The following are samples of the wool producing., districts of ".the Unitchants, manufacturer, producer aQ the A. T. & S. F. Ry, as to all
matters pertaining to its traffic, rates rates on leading commodities from ed States to the wool markets aforeconsumer.
.And furthermore, all these invest charges and its operation, and in all Mississippi River Crossings - to Colo said.
rado common points, Texas common
ments and establishing of any sort other particulars.
That the rates on hides and bones
points, and to Roswell,. Hagerman, frow Roswell, Hagerman, Artesia and
V.
of business was upon the assumption
that such rates of freight must and That when the line was built from Artesia and Carlsbad.
Carlsbad to Kansas City, St. Louis
(NOTE:
The first column of fig and Chicago, are unjust and unreawould be established as are just and Pecos the rates were made in combinot merely from the stand nation with-th- e
T. & P. Ry, and the ures gives the rate to Roswell, etc. sonable to the amount of. twenty-fiv- e
reasonable,
point ' of the railroad interest, but in freight Carried wholly by that route, the second column to Texas common per cent.
the interest of the public as well, to but on being connected from Amaril points, and the last to Colorado comThat the rates on alfalfa hay,
the end that a new- and prosperous lo, about 1899 the freight was princi mon points.);
Is largely produced In the viwhich
per
100 cinity of Roswell, Hagerman,
(Rate in car loads; in cents
country, possessed of all these natur pally carried from that connection, be
Artesia
al advantages should enjoy reasonable lng a shorter route from Kansas City, pounds.)
and Carlsbad, and which must, find a
rates and Kansas points, Colorado points, North Agricult. Imp.. . . . .. .. 95 70 82
and
market at. Fort Worth, Dallas and
75 48 45
.. ..
have a fair opportunity for develop Texas and Indian Territory points, Beer... ;.
similarly situated Texas towns
... 81 54 72 other
ment and prosperity. It was the fond Chicago, St. Louis and the East. But Canned Goods.
are so unjust and unreasonable as to
expectation and belief that every aid the rates from and to most, if not Crackers, L. C. L. . . ..143 104 115
largely prevent the shipment of hay
112 70 72
to develop the industries of this fer from all, points north and east of Ft. Fruit jars
to those points and seriously limit
angles,
worm
ana
Iron
given
by
were
on
articles,
valley
would
Amarillo
rail
be
the
made
tile
the amount of production. That the
72
..
people
55
through
band,
etc,..
of
believing,
the
Pecos,
Texas
combination
bar,
road, and so
..112
the
said rates are $6.00 per ton and as the
this valley have built it up and laid by adding to the rate to Pecos either Pipe, wrought iron,.. .. 7 45 44
plaintiff
alleges $4.00 per ton fronj.
pros
a local rate from Pecos to points on Sash, doors and blinds 70 34 33
deep tne foundation of a greater
Roswell
and vicinity to Fort Worth
76 49 65
perity for the railroad as well as the Pecos Valley Railway or by an Molasses,..
would
be
the just and reasonable rate
themselves if they can have fair rates arbitrary one over the Pecos rate, Packing house products- 96 60 68
That there is no rate for through ship
112 60 52
of freight on their supplies and thus which system, after said lines of rail- Paints... .. . ... .
ments via Amarillo on such hay to
. . ...112 48
65
reach the markets of the country, road were completed to Amarillo, was Vinegar
Fort Worth and Dallas and the said
an
system
92
80
unjust
..
products
use
and
Wooden
ware...
unreasonable
their
...143
which need and can
Pecos Valley line of railroad and the
92
on
subjected
143
74
the said localities
Leather, harness .etc,..
and can by the aid of reasonable rates and
A. T.
F. Railway Company, and
. 64
26 45
establish those industries which the the said line of railroad complaining Salt,
W. & D. C. Railway Com
T.
F.
the
97
157 104
nature of the country and its product herein and the shippers from and to Cartridges,..
pany refuse to make a through route
157 96 115
those points to an unreasonable pre Axes
demand.
to make through rates on ship
and
judice and disadvantage; and the rat Kitchen safes
120 46 102
IV.
ments of hay from Roswell, Hagerman
112 58 72
About the year 1901 the line of rail es, if reasonable theretofore which Pickles
Artesia Amarillo thence to Ft, Worth
..112 58 72
road aforesaid was bought by the A. complainants deny, therefore, became Starch,
and Dallas, and that the local rates
T. & S. F. Ry., and since that time has unjust and unreasonable in violation Tobacco, L. C. L.,.. ...209 137.185 , to Amarillo thence to Fort Worth
117" 79 102
been operated as a part of that sys- of the first section of the act to regu Furniture,
which combination is $6.00 per ton,
117 79 84
tem, connecting through Amarillo, late commerce and constitute an un- Vehicles,
is unjust and unreasonable. And that
143 46 92
Texas to the north and east with the reasonable prejudice and disadvan Screens, wire,
rate of $6.00 per ton to Ft. Worth
the
other lines of the Santa Fe system to tage to the shippers and localities Matting, straw or grass. 157 79 115
on feed products made of alfalfa hay
117 58 55
Kansas City, Chicago and Denver and complaining; and were in violation of Sheep dip,
and grain is unjust and unreasonable.
112 58 72
the Pacific coast, and to Galveston the fourth section of the act prohib Apples,.
The failure to make a reasonable rate
and all the intermediate points; also iting a greater charge for the shorter Electrical machinery, ..117 79 84
said product prevents its manufac.. 80 54 52 on
furnishing connections at Amarillo than the longer distance. The circum Potatoes,
ture.
being
63
stances
72
conditions
nails
substan
Wire
and
and
..82
Colorado
with the Rock Island and
That the rates on apples from Ros
That the rates on both class goods well,
railroads tially similar as applied to shipments
and Southern systems of
Hagerman, Artesia and Carlsbad
and through conneoting lines to all southbound to Roswell, Hagerman, Ar and commodities from all commercial and on other fruits,
are unjust and
commercial points. There is no rail tesia, and Carlsbad from Chicago, from centers are upon the same relative unreasonable,
that this applies
road eastward until T. & P. is reached Mississippi River crossings, Missouri basis as the foregoing to points nam as well to driedandfruits
and fruit proto
a distance of 150 miles or more, River crossings and other points tak ed and similar points compared
That the rates on apples are
nor westward to the C. R. I. & P. Ry.. ing similar bases of rates to Fecos, the rates to Roswell, Hagerman, Ar- ducts.
from said points 50 cents per one
tesia and Carlsbad.
a distance of 100 miles or more. Thus Texas.
pounds, which to a large exhundred
VI.
ever
system
had
has
the Santa Fe
Complainants allege that the dis tent excludes apples
grown at said
allege
Complainants
now
an
has,
that the bases tance from St. Louis to Roswell, Ha- New Mexico points, from
since said purchase, and
finding a
absolute monopoly of all traffic tribu of rates from Missouri River Cross german, Artesia and Carlsbad is up- market at Fort Worth and
tary to the Pecos Valley and towns ings, Mississippi River Crossings, on the average about one hundred and that a rate of 40 cents perDallas,
named. The merchants, traders, and Chicago, Minneapolis and St. Paul, miles further than the average dis- dred pounds would be just and hun
rea
dealers of these towns on all sorts and from Fort Worth, Dallas, Galves- tance from St. Louis to the points tak
of merchandise and supplies have ton, Texas and similarly situated ing the Colorado common point rates sonable.
VII.
been enabled only to establish trade points, to Roswell, Hagerman, Artesia and about two hundred miles further
Complainants allege that all of the
with farmers and ranchmen in the and Carlsbad and other points on the than the average of the points taking
country who must buy from them, Pecos Valley lines in New Mexico, the Texas common point rate, and rates upon all classes and upon all
the commodities from Chicago, Kan
but are well prepared to extend their should not be higher than the bases that estimated upon the same bases of
City, St. Louis, Memphis, New
trade still further so as to reach and of rates from St. Louis, Chicago and of earnings per ton mile and per car sas
supply the trade which by reason of Kansas City and similar points to mile, the rates to Roswell, Hagerman, Orleans, Galveston, Fort Worth, OklaCity, Wichita, Kansas. Denver
favorable location In point of dis Texas common points, Colorado com- Artesia and Carlsbad, are from twen homa
Colorado common points, Ama
per cent to fifty per cent high and
tance ought to and would trade with mon points, and places taking similar
them, but for the excessive ratesi rates and to El Paso, Pecos and Ama- er than the said Texas and Colorado rillo and Pecos, to Roswell, Hagerman
Artesia and Carlsbad are unjust and
hereinafter complained of. These mer rillo. because the business done at common point rate. That the same unreasonable,
in violation of the act
chants and traders have been and are points on the Pecos Valley Line must comparison applies to all of the rates, to regulate commerce
the
circumscribed in their business by the be done in competition with the busi- herein complained of, those which are specific rates from andandto that
Roswell.
fact that excessive rates of freight ness done in Texas and Colorado ad set forth, being but examples of the Hagerman, Artesia and Carlsbad
as
complained of so add to the eost ot joining New Mexico on the east and same.
complained
of,
otherwise herein
all heavy articles in particular that south andonthe north. Furthermore,
That the rates on coal from Trini are
unjust and unreasonable and oth
many ranchmen and others who would the defendant's lines of railway which dad, Colorado, is $5.25 per ton while
carry freight to and from points on the rates from tne Indian Territory erwise in violation of the act to regi
trade at these towns go further
serve to Texas points an equal distance, is ulate commerce as hereinbefore set
from- their ranches to towns on the Pecos Valley Lines, also,
point as low as $3.25 per ton, and from Col- out. And that the rates to ami from
common
Colorado
to
Railway
and
Texas
the
Pacific
Texas
and
the
Pa- orado to Texas points is fixed upon places taking the same rates as those
territory,
Amarillo,
El
Pecos
and
trade.
and the rates from inso,
perform
on
conditions
of
placed
and
are
the
those
that
f
Undue burdens
the basis of
cent per ton mile herein named
points on the lines of the
who must buy at these towns on all ing such transportation are substan- to Fort Worth. That the Santa Fe termediate
Railway and the Colorado and South defendants' railway, to and from Rosmerchandise and supplies brought in. tially the same.
Artesia and CarlsBy reason of unjust rates, and indeed The common point rates from St. ern, and the Fort Worth and Denter well, Hagerman,
as to all of the classes and comprohibitive rates, complained of, farm Louis to Texas for the classes are City Railway refuse to make a thru bad,
crops and fruits often can not be mar- as follows :
route and thru rate for shipments of modities are likewise unjust and un
Note: All rates are stated in cents coal from the Colorado Coal Mines reasonable.
keted at all, and in all cases the proVIII.
fits are cut to such a point or destroy per 100 pounds in car loads for 3d at Trinidad and elsewhere over the
Wherefore complainants pray that
Colorado and Southern and the Fort
ed that business is undesirable; and class and lower.
they are unable to compete in markets (Class)
Worth and Denver City Railways, via the defendants be duly served with
1
3 4 5
2
with producers in Colorado, Texas
Amarillo, tnence over the Pecos Val notice hereof and be required to an
ley Lines to Roswell, Hagerman, Arte- swer this petition as provided by law
and elsewhere having more favorable (RATE)
137 121 104 9G 75 79 70 58 46 39 sia and Carlsbad, and that the sum and that this commission proceed acrates. The incentive to bring more
The Colorado common points take of local rates on coal via, that route cording to law for an investigation
land under cultivation being thus de
stroyed, settlement is retarded to tae rates from Missouri River Crossings are unjust and unreasonable, and that tnereot, and that after full hearing,
as follows: (Class rates).
the rate of $5.25 per ton is unjust and that this commission make such or
injury of all property values.
'
'
That at the beginning or tne estao- - '.CLASS)
unreasonable to tne amount of at ders prescribing just and reasonable
rates in lieu of those herein complain
1
2
least $1.25 per ton.
lishment of the construction of the
Pecos Valley lines there were no lines (RATE)
That the rate on grain and srrain ed of as it shall deem just and reason125 100 80 65 50 60 45 40 35 30 products from Kansas and Oklahoma able and that it order such carriers
of railroad between the Texas and PaThe class rates from St. Louis to grain fields are unjust and unreason to cease and desist all such violations
cific extending westward from Fort
Smith and Dallas, Texas to El Paso, Roswell, Hagerman, Artesia and Carls able, tne rate on these products from as it shall find to exist as complained
Texas, and the A. T. & S. F. Ry., ex- bad are as follows; prior to January, Wichita, Kansas, to Roswell, Hager- of and grant such further relief as
man, Artesia and Carlsbad, being as complainants shall ' show themselves
tending from Kansas City through 1904:
Trinidad, Colorado, to Albuquerque, (CLASS)
follows: Flour, 57: wheat. 55: corn. entitled to.
3
5
4
1
2
A
and oats, 45; whereas the rate to Pe The Commercial Club, Roswell, N. M.
thence south to El Paso. The road
cos, Texas, one hundred and sixty-fou- r The Carlsbad Commercial Club.
which is now the Colorado and South (RATE)
200 178 162 147 117 124
ern and the Fort Worth and Denver
miles further, is as follows: The Artesia Commercial Club.
Railway extend from Trinidad via (CLASS)
Flour, 49; wheat 43: corn and oats. The Merchants' Ass'n, of Hagerman.
C
D
B
E 35. That the rates from all other The Chaves County Wool Growers'
Amarillo to Fort Worth and the line
points on line of defendants' railroads
Association.
of the Santa Fe, known as the South (RATE)
59 on grain and grain products to Ros
104
82 68
ern Kansas, from Kansas City to Pan
S. H. COWAN,
Upon the last named date said well, Hagerman, Artesia and CarlsAttorney for Complainants.
handle City, Texas, had a connection
with the Fort Worth and Denver at rates were changed and at the pres bad are likewise uniust and unrea
"Home is the residence not merely
sonable. The rate on salt from Hutch
Washburn near Amarillo. The terri- ent time are as follows:
tory described must be supplied from (CLASS)
mson, Kansas, to Roswell, Hagerman of the body, but of the heart; it is a
5 ABC-.D4
1
2
one of the lines mentioned and the
3
Artesia and Carlsbad are likewise un place for the affections to unfold and
just and unreasonable.
nearest railway station to the Pecos (RATE)
Valley between Roswell and Carlsbad
209 179 157 143 112 117 100 80 G4 55
That the rates on lumber, sash. develop themselves; for children to
were from 100 to 200 miles. There
The rates from St. Louis to Pecos doors, shingles, and articles of a sim play In; for husband and wife to toil
were no settlements of any conse- are as follows: for the classes:
ilar nature from the lumber nroducine smilingly together, and make life a
quence and a very limited use of the (CLASS)
districts of Texas, Louisiana and Ar blessing. The object of all ambition
ranges for live stock.
1
2
kansas, are unjust and unreasonable
to such an extent as to retard build- should be to be happy at home, if
The first line was built from Pecos, (RATE)
173 150 135 126 95 99 89 72 60 53 ing and to seriously limit and crip- we are not happy elsewhere; it Is
Texs, to Carlsbad, thence from Am
The rates to El Paso from St. Louis ple the trade in such articles at Ros- the best proof of the virtues of a
arillo, Texas, and Carlsbad the lines
well, Hagerman, Artesia and Carls- family circle to see a happy fireside.
were built so as to make the present for the classes are as follows:
bad, and the relatively lower rates
through line, and after construction (CLASS)
Maxwell's Talisman.
1
from the said lumber districts
2
3 4 5
to
were operated as an independent line.
points
on
RATE)
J
Texas
the
and
RailPacific
requirements
tne
reason
by
of
That
149 134 122 116 SG 89 81 63 51 44 way from Big Springs westward, and
For Rent.
of the Texas laws a separate corporaThe class rates from St. Louis to on the Fort Worth, Denver City Railtion with its general offices in Texas
near
44 acres In alFarm
Roswell.
way, and points on the Pecos Valley
had to be provided for the nominal Amarillo are as follows:
12
falfa,
In
acres
good
bearing orchRailway
locali-tie(CLASS)
in Texas gives to the
ownership and construction of those
1
referred to, an undue and an ard, 55 to 60 acres more in cultivaparts of said lines in Texas between
unreasonable preference and advan- tion. Ditch water. House and farming
Pecos, the state line, and between (RATE)
147 130 112 103 81 86 75 63 50 43 tage over the localities and traders in implements.
Amarillo and the state line.
Rents for part of crop.
That the rates on classes from Gal- such articles, at Roswell, Hagerman,
That the Santa Fe line from Hig- See
& BELL.
CARLTON
to
follows:
Carlsbad-are
as
Artesia
Amarillo
and
subjectsveston
and
to
Washburn,
gins, Texas
Panhandle,
(Note. The
indicates L. C L. tne latter to an unjust and unreasonand Amarillo for like reason had to
able prejudice and disadvantage grow
be owned, at least nominally by the rates).
ing out of the unreasonably higher
Southern Kansas Ry. of Texas, but (CLASS)
1
rates on said articles which they are
3 4 5
2
was and is really and in fact the procompelled to pay, in violation of the
perty of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co. for- (RATE)
87 78 65 61 47 49 43 36 25 19 act to regulate commerce.
ming part of its through line to AmaThat the
That the class rates from Galves- rates on cement from Iola and other
rillo from Kansas City, which by the
Kansas points to Roswell, Hagerman,
purchase of the Pecoa Valley lines ton to Pecos are as follows:
Artesia and Carlsbad are likewise unextends to Pecos, Texas. When the (CLASS)
just and unreasonable to the extent
1
3 4 5
2
A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co, acquired said
of 30 per cent.
lines the same had been really owned (RATE)
55 58 50 42 30 23
That the rates of freight on wool,
101 91 77 72
and operated as one line of railroad
The rates from Galveston for class- which is extensively produced, in the
and was, as a whole, purchased by the
A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co., by means of pur es to Roswell, Hagerman, and Carls- country adjacent to, as well as in,
the Pecos Valley in New Mexico, to
chasing the stocks and bonds of the bad are as follows:
St. Louis, Chicago and Boston, the
constituent corporations ownjng said (CLASS)
markets to which wool is shipped
1
3 4 5
2
lines of railroad. Said constituent
from the Pecos Valley are unjust and
companies are: The Pecos River Rail- (RATE)
per
190 164 141 127 98 104 90 70 59 52 unreasonable and are twenty-fiv- e
way Company, line extending from
That the class rates from Denver
Pecos to the state line, 54.27 miles;
able.
The Pecos Valley and Northeastern to Amarillo are as follows:
That the proportionate rates on ship
Railway Co., line from state line to (CLASS)
ments of wool eastward from St Louis
1
3 4 5
2
Texieo, 221.47 miles; The Pecos and
or Chicago, to Boston and the balNorthern Texas Railway Co, line (RATE)
130 113 97 90 68 74 65 54 43 33 ance of the rate which goes to make
from Texico to Amarillo, Texas, 94.48.
The rates from Denver to Roswell, up the whole for shipments originatmiles; total, 370.22 miles.
will
That all of the officers and agents Hagerman and Carlsbad for classes ing west of St. Louis or Chicago,twenty-fenable the defendants to charge
of said railway companies are ap- are as follows:
per cent, less on their lines
ive
pointed by and under tn direction of (CLASS)
EXPERT TUNING.
of road from New. Mexico points to
2
4
5
3
1
the A. T. & .S. F. Ry. Co,Ad it real
Telephone 322.
Chicago
and St. Louis and still earn
ly, owns and operates said lines of ..- 212 190 176 157 130
e

.

PETITION FOR LOWER

.

-

.

:

FREIGHT RATES

"

1

.

-

The following is a copy of the original petition to the Interstate Commerce Commission for better and
more equitable freight rates to the
Pecos Valley, and which petition is
today being heard at Amarillo:
To the Interstate Commerce Commission:
Your Petitioners, The Roswell Commercial Club, of RoswelV New Mexico; The Carlsbad Commercial Club,
of Carlsbad, New Mexico; The Arte-si- a
Commercial Club, of Artesia, New
Mexico; The Merchants Association,
of Hagerman, New Mexico; and the
Chaves County Wool Growers Asso-

Me nrioes for the land and water
rle'htg.
That, with the completion of said
road and the means of transportation
thus furnished, other owners of land
than those connected with the con
up
struction of said railroad entered
on similar enterprises but upon less
extensive scale, of establishing irri
gation projects along said valley and
railroad and either put under Irriga
tion and cultivation, themselves, large
bodies of land or sold it to those who
did do so.
Beginning with the construction of
said railroad, the promoters ana nuna
ers thereof, in connection with the
by
company which was chartered
railthem to build and operate said town
road, established and laid off
sites along said line of railroad and
sold lots to those who were induced
to buy the' same by the prospects of
future development or tne country
along the said railroad and the consequent necessities of trade and the resultant upbuilding of town as centers of commerce and population.
That previously to the location and
construction of the line of railroad

ciation, office at Boswell. New Mexico, in behalf of themselves, their constituent members, and the localities
which they represent, and in behalf
of all others similarly situated, complaining of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway Company, and the
system of the railroad known as the
the
Santa Fe System, operated under Todirection of the said Atchison,
peka & Santa Fe Railway Company
including the Pecos Valley and North aforesaid the entire country through
eastern Railway Co.. the Pecos and which it runs was practically unsetNorthern Texas Railway Co., the Pe- tled, the only population being a few
cos River Railroad Co., The Southern persons engaged in grazing live stock
Kansas Railway Co., of Texas; The which could get water at the Pecos
"Gulf. Colorado, and Santa Fe Railway River or the streams coming In from
Co., all as a part of the said Santa Fe the west, and the few persons who
System; The Chicago, Rock Island grew vegetables and fruit and some
and Pacific Railway Co.. The Chica- other farm crops on small irrigated
At that
go, Rock Island and Gulf Railway places of no consequence.
Co.. The Fort Worth and Denver City time the large area of grazing lands
Railway Co.. The Colorado and South on the plains for 100 or more miles
ern Railway Co., the Texas and Pa- eastward and the plains and mouncific Railway Co., The St. Louis Iron tains for 100 miles westward was prac
Mountain and Southern Railway Co., tically unused, except where there
y
was surface water, because of the
The St. Louis and san Taneisco
Co., The Missouri, Kansas and great distance from the railroad trans
Texas Railway Co., and the Missouri, nortation. and the expense and diffi
Kansas and Texas Railway Co., of Tex culty of securing water, lumber, fenc
ing, ranch supplies, and or rescuing
as, represent:
I.
the railroad for outbound transportaThat the commercial clubs and the tion of the product of the ranch. It
merchants association, respectively, was well known that the railroad
are associations of merchants, traders could not Itself be made a profitable or
and shippers, dealing in and shipping navine investment until by settlement
all classes and commodities of freight of the country a sufficient volume of
constituting commerce at the respec- business developed and It was contive places named in New Mexico, up- structed with that view. These conon the lines of the railroad known as ditions which had retarded occupancy
be
the Pecos Valley lines of the Santa and use of tile country principallywant
cause of its inaccessiblity for
Fe Railway system aforesaid,
said organizations being yoluntary as- of transportation, began at once to
sociations, unincorporated, and all of disappear with the advent of said rail
their members being engaged in the road, and the great grazing country
business of shipping over the said tributary to said road began to fill up
lines of railroad and other connecting with live stock ranches, improvements
lines hereinbefore mentioned as de- necessary to that business were made
fendants, and many of them being en- fences built, wells bored, watering
gaged in farming and stock raising; facilities provided, and the native
that the Chaves County Wool Grow- grass utilized. This character of deas
ers' Association is an organization of velopment continued westward fulpersons engaged in the business of ra ranges farther east in Texas were
ising sheep and producing wool there- ly occupied and as the westward
from, which they ship over said lines march of civilization progressed, un
of railroads and their connections til today, and for several years past,
though many of the members there- the grazing country, above described
has been, and is occupied with an
of are engaged in other pursuits.
II.
the live stock which is capable of
That the defendant railway com- supplying, being fit for no other purpanies are, as such, engaged as com- pose.
mon carriers of interstate commerce
Year after year, from 1892 to the
to and from the said towns pf
present, has witnessed more and more
Hagerman, Artesia, ,and Carls- land brought under irrigation in tne
bad as well as the other points on the Pecos Valley and at the same time the
said Pecos Valley lines of railway, establishment of homes, towns, com
to and from the commercial centers mercial pursuits, and business, as
upon the rates for Interstate carriage well as
needful
to and from the places and localities to the products and commerce thus
as herein complained of, and subject developed. So that
for a disto the Act to Regulate Commerce.
tance of 110 miles from Roswell south
III.
to the Texas line, and In Texas as
That the towns of Roswell. Hager- well to Pecos, is a flourishing country
are
situat
man, Artesia and Carlsbad
with thousands of homes and irrigated on or near the Pecos River in the ed farms, among the most luxuriant
eastern part of New Mexico on the and productive in the world, producline of railroad known as the Pecos ing and capable of producing the best
Valley Line of that system of railroad quality and greatest quantity per acknown as the Santa Fe System, belong re of all fruit and vegetables grown
lng to and operated by the A. T. & in a temperate climate where frost
S. F. R'y Co., running through the occurs.
Sugar oeets ana cereais ui
Panhandle part of Texas, via Amarillo all kinds and the finest alfalfa hay
Texas, and the above named places In in the world, as well as other hay
which
New Mexico to Pecos, Texas, where crops in short, everything
it connects with the line of the Texas grows in or on the ground In that
and Pacific Railway.
latitude.
That the district in which the said
In the course of this development
jC'jtowns first named are located is call- there
have been found large areas in
chief
Valley,
the
and
Pecos
ed the
valley where the purest and best
the
irrimeans
of
by
farming
Industry is
water is had at from 200 to
gation in the valley, where water can artesian
400 feet in large quantities suitable
grazing
by
raising
be nad. and stock
all domestic use and irrigation, by
the native praries, plains eastward for
means
of which the supply for irriand plains and mountains westward gation may be indifferently extended.
from the irrigated lands of the Pecos
The government seeing the opporValley. That the Irrigation is car- tunity
of converting dry desert grazalong
southward,
on
Roswell
from
ried
ing
Into productive farms has
land
to
110
miles
Valley
about
the Pecos
great reservoirs to imconstructed
Pecos
on
down
the
the Texas line and
waters
to further extend
pound
the
disa
Texas,
total
Valley to Pecos.
systems
settle govirrigation
the
164
miles. The ernment land, and asand
tance from Roswell of
passes
time
ensaid line of railroad traverses the
of
the
projects
other
will
continue
.
Urt9 UfSIUCl II w til uvi
iv ovuvu
same kind.
said towns and constitutes the only
of these advantages, mameans of transportation for said nyPossessed
sought homes In the beautiful
towns and settlements as well as the towns,
as healthful and comportable
entire country on each side of said places of
residence; towns grew up
railroad for a distance of 50 to 100 and were beautified;
schools of excep
of
miles, and from the southern line
character were establish
New Mexico northward along said rail tionally good
ed, and public utilities provided, notroad.
withstanding the unreasonable and;
That said railroad was constructed discriminatory
rates. The traffic and
bv companies and Individuals with
earnings on said line of railway have
the expectation and desire particular doubled
since 1900 and furnished large
ly of developing and opening up the
volume
of profitable business to the
it
valley
through
which
ereat fertile
&
T.
S. F. Ry., for which it Is a
A.
cultivaito
runs,' "to settlement and
'
ion bv means of irrigation from tne feeder.
All of these developments, settlewaters of the Pecoa River and its tri
ments, and investments amounting to
butaries.
been and
Those who were the promoters and millions of dollars have
v
the assumption and
builders of said railroad acquired were made upon
, large bodies of land and extensive wa-- belief that reasonable and fair rail
road rates would be made and that
ter rights along the Bald line of val-- - the
facilities and service by said railley as proposed before Its constructlof
expendl-tures
"would keep pace with the neces
roads
large
by
completion
and
or
as pro
constructed clams, reservoirs. sities of- - the country. So longand
gar
farms, orchards
canals, ditches, and all the facilities ductions of.only
sufficient to supply
' for irrigation and cut up said lands dens were
- In small tracts suitable for sale to local demands a fair degree of prosthe
That said promoters and perity was enjoyed by those inmore
.farmer.
more and
business,
with
but
onto
land
builderj
water
ran
the
the
,.
.
.
.
i .
.t
land brought under cultivation, out
cvuuccnuaa
, or provweq
oi aiicueo a uu side
markets had to be sought by rail
Irrigation
supply
to
water
for
canals
surplus, and the high rate of
and domestic use and then sold said for the herein,
complained of became
freight
a burden as to absorb most of
the : railroad facilities thus provided such profits,
while, the hign rates on
offered for profita- the
and
ble brining to buy It at very profit- - all sorts of class goods and commod
au-wa-

te
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Store News
Oar Mr. Morrison is now in the city of New York after
your interest as well as ours. We are daily receiving invoices for goods bought for Spring and we realize the necessity of more store room. We would, therefore, have
you remember that we are now offering our

AND ALL OTHER WINTER
GOODS AT

Davidson.

Wheeler, of Dexter, came up
this morning, accompanied by his
guest and brother, F. L. Wheeler, of
G. A.

Greatly Reduced Prices.
E

Two Extra Specials.

i

Weather

and $4.00
Special
$2.95

$3.75

permitting,

the

bar-giln-

g

Mc-Bray-

im-II Si

Manager

-

Indian River Rye.

Oriental.

Star

Silver

Stock Co.
At

Theatre

C. H. WHEELOCK

Mgr.

PROG RAH
45 Minutes on Broadway.
Famous Trap House.
A Very funny and laughable piece of work in Second
Act.

Other Features.
Curtain Never Goes Down.

Theie are plenty of men in Roswell who have
gotten rich on real estate, and it is the easiest and only safe way to make money. Just
for example, consider that 240 acre block of
close in, tilled Hondo Land I have for immediate sale. It will double in value in a few
months, as soon as the water is turned on.
It is the best thing I have ever offered, and
while it is a cash proposition, I can arrange
terms if you would like it that way.

.

.,

,

,.ul

.im.

DANGER
plumbing, and faulty drains.

Special

yours

is in

this condition, better have it overhauled before
warm weather and avoid a doctor s bill. We

Matinee For the

Children

Saturday at

Jf

3s00

stand behind our work, and guarantee it to be
first class.

O'clock.

Entire
Week's Program

ADHISSION
23 35 50 Cents.
SEATS ON SALE AT
DANIEL DRUG CO.

Free Open Air
EXHIBITIONS

AT

3:30

AND 7:15.

WANTED
COTTONWOOD
cts
0

LOGS

Bids for the sale and delivery of 50 cords of Cottonwood
Lors at the Plaster Mills, of "Acme Cement Plaster Company." at Acme, Chaves Countv. New Mexico, will be received up to January 31st, 1907, addressed "Acme Cement Plaster Company," P. O. Box 595, Roswell. N. .M.
Loj:s must not exceed 24 inches nor be lss than 22 inches
in length, nor over 24 inches in diameter nor lesn than 12
inches, must not be peeled or barked and must be sound
and free from knots. Two (2) lengths of logs to make
one standard
The first ten (10) cords to be

for

cord-widt-

S e
Carlsbad Choice Res

delivered within ten days after acceptance of bid and notice thereof deposited in the postoffice at Roswell at address given and the balance of the fifty cords to lie delivered within ninety (90) day thereafter, ('ash paid on
completion of contract.

Acme

Plaster

Cement

Postoffice Box 595.

Co.

Roswell, New Mexico.

Rev. W. W. Havens, superintendent
Nine year old Rippy. Oriental.
of the Arizona and New Mexico
to
Majestic
see
to
at the
The best
League,
returned Thursday
night, 10c.
morning from Hagerman, where he
J. W. Deal, .1. H. Forasman and Mr. delivered a lecture Wednesday night.
Thralhall left on the auto for Torrance
A Rare Chance For a Bargain.
The duet of Mrs. M. P. Cobean and
yesterday afternoon.
J. S. Kirby, given with much success
cottarge, new, cement Jud Storehouse went to the Bal a few months ago, and to be repeated
the entertainment at the M. E.
walls, bath, choice location, ele lard ranch north of town on the auta at
Church,
South, tonight, will alone be
gantly furnished. For a quick Thursday afternoon.
two
worth the price of admission,
buyer will sell for 2,700.
S. B. Owens left Thursday morning bitts.
40 acres irrigated land in La on a business trip to Amarillo and A. A. Smith, Walter Waskom, O.
lluerta buburb, choicest subur Allan Reid, Tex., to receive a bunch R. Tanner and R. T. Camp, of Hagerban residence section. Per acre of steers.
man; A. C. Keinath and Mrs. H. L.
.$100.
Birney, of Artesia; C. P. Wilburn, of
turkeys
and
Bronze
FOR
SALE:
160 acres desert claim with six Barred Plymouth Rock Chickens, Hope; W. Weir, of Beaumont, and
inch well, 2 miles from CarlsJ. A. Willard Keen, of Carlsbad, came in
bad, partly fenced. Will ero at Slaughter farm. Inquire
tf. from the south Thursday morning to
75mwf
Williams.
quick for $1,800.
spend the day.
house, fine, bath, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Allison came up
The following invitations have been
many improvements, ten acres from Lake Arthur Thursday morning
land set to fruit trees, elegant to visit with R. T. Allison and fam- issued: "Mrs. Harry H. Mclntire and
Mrs. Lucius C. Walker at home, Tuesily over Sunday.
home. Price $7,500.
day,
January 29, from 3 until C
4,000 acres with independent
Only a few nights more of the Pas612 N. Kentucky,"
which is
water rijrht and dam. Write sion Play. Don't miss it--. Admission o'clock,
at
home
of Mrs. Mcintire'a broththe
for special terms. 600 acres cul for children under 12 years of age er, E. A. Cahoon.
tivated, 2,500 can be cultivated has been reduced to 25c.
Finest and cheapest proposition
County Surveyor V. R. Kenny and
left yesterday
Mrs. R. T. Burge
Don
wait,
in Pecos V alley.
Henry
Fred
returned Wednesday
aome
a
at
old
for
visit
her
morning
write now.
weeks' surveying
night
a
from
three
Beaumont, Tex., and New Orleans.
1,640 acre farm and ranch, in
part of this coun
to
trip
northwest
the
gone
a month.
independent water right, 150 La., to be
ty. While there Mr. Henry .secured a
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Bowen, for six position with Sidney Bremer, who lias
acres in cultivation; 50 acres al
falfa: 300 fruit trees varieties months residents here, left yesterday an extensive sheep ranch 20 miles
morning for New Orleans, where they this side of Corona. Mr. Henry will
planted.
reside. Many regret to 'see them return to his work as assistant manawill
Many otner choice proposi
ger Saturday.
tions, liuy now before tne rusn leave Roswell.
begins. Water will be turned in
Mrs. John A. Gishwiller and Mr,
by the United States goverment and Mrs. Noble Smithson left yesFour quart granite Stew and Dish
to the mam canals by March 1 terday morning for their home in Pans, 10 cts. Buggy whips and Hat
77tf
Lena, Kan., where they will join Mr. Racks, 10c. Makin's Bargains.
Gishwiller, who went with a car o
goods.
G. W. Harris, of Canyon City, was
yesterday looking after his inhre
terests in the Valley.
Nine year old Rippy. Oriental.

idence Property

Anti-Saloo-

12-roo-

m

t

fti
hHim

ifiini 1
Co.

Burlap

NEW MEXICO.

CARLSBAD.

fl

FIRE HOOP and TIGHT
WIRE

nillice

FRIDAY AND

ROOn 8 TEXAS BLOCK,

SATURDAY NIGHT

ROSWELL, N. M.
SS0

f

m

Majestic

How To Make
Money

.

'

-

Ladies'

Amarillo.
Mrs. J. A. Moore returned today
to her home in Dallas, after spending
a few days
here visiting Rev. and
Mrs. John W. Smith and Mr. and
Otto Hedgcoxe.
160 acre farm, finely Improved, located in central Oklahoma, to trade
for property In cr near Roswell.
What have you got? Carlton & Bell,
opposite postofflce.
G. W. Read, who is camping on the
western slope of the Capitan mountains, came down last night after
supplies and for a visit with his
daughter, Mrs. M. D. Burns.
Lasting impressions for good will
be made on your child's mind by wit
nessing the Passion Play and hearing
the lecture on the Life of Christ.
Children will be admitted for 25c.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Putnam left this
morning on their return to their home
in Valparaiso, Ind., after spending
three weeks here visiting Mrs. Putnam's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Doty.
Sam Butler, of Martelle, la., who
has been here two days, and Andy
Weatherson, of Marshaltown, la., who
has been here a week seeing the
country and visiting their friend, Capt
Hester, of the Military Institute, left
this morning for their homes.
Old

...

ever stop to consider the risk you
take with a job of plumbing? Ninety per
cent of the fever is caused, by unsanitary

arillo last night to spend two day
with his family. He and L. D. Fort
are in the commission business at

Main Street.

...

-

Did you

present.

Nine year old Rippy. Oriental.
W. F. English arrived last night
from Elida to remain several days.
Entire week's program, Saturday
matinee for children at Majestic, 10c
s
Don't fail to see our list of
Old Indian River Rye. Oriental.
in this issue. Carlton & Bell.
Jim Hill returned to Amarillo this
Roy Mook returned this morning
morning.
from a business trip to Lake Arthur.
has It
Boellner, the
Jeweler.
Jim Pace came up from Carlsbad
37tf
cheaper.
this morning for a visit with friends.
The Passion Play at the Christian
N. J. Winchl reuraed to Dexter
church this week is better than ever
last night.
75tf
D. G. Hall went to Acme this morn-rn- seen here.
on business.
up
H. L. Muncy came
from Artesia
this morning to see his brother, R.
Cedar Brook, formerly W. H.
E. Muncy.
59tf
Oriental.
Attend the Passion Play at the
Charles Potter returned to Camp- Christian church tonight. New and
bell this morning.
75tf
complete film.
E. F. Hard wick went to Artesia last
If you buy right you can always
night on business.
sell for a profit. Buy real estate from
Mrs. M. M. Brunk. of Dexter, spent Carlton & Bell.
the day In Roswell.
Position, to trim trees,
New spring samples. Cleaning and WANTED:
by experienced pruner. Inquire at
77t2
pressing. W. P. Wood.
Roswell Hotel.
It'
J. H. Herring and J. C. Graham, of
R. M. Tigner left this morning on
Dayton, were in town today.
a two weeks' visit at his old home
E. A. Phillips, of Hagerman, was in DesMoInes, Iowa.
an arrival from the south today.
Engineer W. M. Reed came up from
G. U. McCrary came up from Arte- Carlsbad this morning to remain with
sia this morning to spend the day.
his family over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Holly returned
After the first of February the
to their home at Dexter last night.
Valley Steam Laundry will do
Haydn Croft returned this morning nothing but a strictly cash business.
from a weeks' business trip to El
73tl2.
Paso.

PHONE 375- -

"

F. C. NELMS,

Cemetery Association will meet to
morrow afternoon at 3:00 o'clock at
the cemetery. All members please be

Morrison Bros & Co

A. O.

,,l1l.

"

THEATRE

T. M. Daniel came down from Am

313-31- 5

"

Windsor, Mo.
Mrs. A. Anderson left this morning
for Sioux City, la. She will make an
extended visit in the north to secure
the benefits of a lower altitude.
The best and safest way to make
money is to invest In real estate. We
have some of the best bargains In
the Valley. See us. Carlton & Bell.

In our Ladies' Department you will also find great reductions in TAILOR-MADSUITS, COATS, SKIRTS,
FURS AND WAISTS, at a saving from 20 to 33 per cent.

Skirts.

'

1

"
Majestic

HfT"

A. V. Crowder returned to Lake Ar
thur last night. He was here two days
on business and visiting friends.
Intellectualite, Socibiliti and Lunch
abilite are a strong team. Combined
at the Methodist Church, South to
night.
Mrs. Etta Lyons and children, who
have been here about three weeks,
left this morning for LaLand, N. M
to locate.
Little Miss Aileen Church went to
Hagerman this morning to visit until
Monday with her cousin, Miss Millie

Clothin

$3.50,

B.

m

jin

"

taelr home In Sioux City, Iowa.

Men's and Boys'

$2.75 and $3.00
Special
$1.95

.

'

Four feature pictures, Saturday maunee. Majestic, s o'clock, 10c.
J-- C. Camp arrived last night from
Wichita, Kan., to spend several days
with friends In Roswell.
J. C. Trotter and J. H. Powell went
to Dayton last night to remain two
days looking after business.
R. M. Thorne, manager of the
furniture store at Carlsbad, came
up this morning on business
Mrs. M. H. Kling and Mr. and Mrs.
W. R. Shirley left this morning for

Morrison Bros' & Co

$2.50,
Skirts.

1

-

Best to Plant Now.
Now is the best time to plant
trees, before the roots begin to
grow. R. F. Cruse has all kinds

cheap.
Old Indian River Rye,

ental.

Q

Dye Works.
K.
Will do i your cleaning and
123 West 2nd St.

74tl

Wall Covering
We

carry it inlstock. We put it on the wall for you.

THE DANIEL DRUG

COi

